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PREFACE

architectural solution to promote participation in
communal singing through the making of sacred
architecture.

I am aware of the power of acoustics within
architectural spaces because of my background
in music. I have had the opportunity to perform solo
piano and singing in various musical groups, including
full orchestras, baroque ensembles, contemporary
worship bands, and small acoustic singer/songwriter
groups. I have performed in spaces ranging from large
concert halls, including Bass Performance Hall in Fort
Worth, Texas, and smaller ones, such as Harris Hall
at the Rudi E. Scheidt School of Music, to churches,
gymnasiums, and small coffee shops. I have also been
in the position of leading others in music or singing.
I am fortunate to be a part of the Praise Band at First
Baptist Church of Fisherville and to lead a congregation
in worship. It is a very powerful experience to lead a
group to sing and worship together. It brings me great
joy to help enable others to join and be a part of this
communal experience, filled with music and voices
singing praises to God. I have noticed, however,
that when I have led a group of students in a room
with an acoustical tiled ceiling, carpeted floors, and
beanbag chairs and couches lining the wall, it seems
to deter students from participating and singing. The
room was acoustically dead, and the students were
barely singing. I have led those same students in
spaces that were more acoustically live, with higher
ceilings and hard floors, and they did sing. They could
hear themselves and each other because the sound
resonated throughout the space, rather than being
prematurely absorbed.
Through discussions with leaders and individuals
involved in music, performances, and worship, I
realized others had very similar experiences to mine.
When comparing different spaces, one worship
leader explained that Hope Presbyterian, a place he
believed was “designed to deaden all sounds,” did
not have very good congregational singing because
the acoustics of the space made people feel like they
were in a separate room from the leaders, watching
what was happening on stage through a screen.1
These experiences have led me to investigate an
1. Brad Hamner, discussions with author, March 2016.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis will explore the way architectural acoustic
designs can encourage congregational participation
and singing,
to touch people emotionally and
spiritually, and inspire community, to better enhance
the worship experience. Human interactions, behaviors,
and emotional responses are influenced by sound and
the acoustics of a space, but too often architecture
ignores and disregards the acoustical aspects of
design. Architecture must be designed to respond
to acoustics, to create a more successful, holistic
design, and an enriching experience for the users.
Architectural acoustics play an especially essential role
in sacred spaces; these spaces have unique acoustical
challenges as both leaders and members of the
congregation participate and sing. This participation is
important to the worship experience because it brings
people together, encourages them, makes them feel
a part of something greater, and most importantly,
glorifies God. Therefore, the space should encourage
this participation and singing as well as possible.
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MANIFESTO
Architecture speaks
Designers sing
Yet buildings often sit silent
Hiding behind regulations
Rules
Missing opportunities
To proclaim their own tune.
So design with a song
A voice
So that every life
Those weak
Or strong
Will enter the space,
Believing “today,
I will soon sing along.”

Let the sun shine in
Past the skin
So that even far corners can sing
And from flooring
To ceiling
The room is alive
With notes that only nature’s light provides.
So design with sun’s light
Build bright
So that every life
Feeling wrong
Or right
Can enter the space, believing “today
I will soon be all right.”

For it’s not just humans we design for most
Not even close
Design for the birds
The plants
The trees
Then you will find, and you will hear,
That “all nature sings, and around you rings
The music of the spheres.”
So design in tune with nature’s key
Its melody
So that every life
Those happy
And those not
Will enter the space,
Believing “today,
I will soon join in harmony.”
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INTRODUCTION
Whether we consciously realize it or not, we are
continuously surrounded by sound. Every space, every
environment, has a sound that is just as much a part of
the space as the visual and tangible aspects. Too often
architecture ignores and disregards the acoustical
aspects of design. Architecture must be designed to
respond to these sounds, these acoustics, to create
a more successful, holistic design, and enriching
experience. Human interactions, behaviors, and
emotional responses are influenced by sound and the
acoustics of a space.1 Designing with a focus on this
can accomplish more than just creating a space with
good sound quality; it can also help in connecting and
bringing people together. The focus of this thesis is to
understand the acoustics of a space and how design
and materiality can aid in creating successful acoustic
experiences where people come together to worship,
sing, and play music. Even if we are not conscious of it,
sound affects us because the very air we breathe “has
its life in sound and voice;” from background noises
to the melodious voices of singers, “the silence of the
invisible comes to life in sound.”2
PHENOMENOLOGY OF SOUND
We live in a world that is alive with sound—alive with
music—and spaces must be designed to respond
accordingly.3 Unlike touch or sight, which are outward
experiences of something we feel on our skin or see at
a distance, sound and music penetrate into our being,
our soul.4 As architect and writer Juhani Pallasmaa
implies, we as designers must be careful not to focus
solely on the visual elements of design. Instead we
1. Tajadura and Larsson, “When Room Size Matters;” Blake and
Cross, “Acoustic and Auditory Contexts.”
2. Ihde, Listening and Voice, 3-4.
3. Berg, “The Relevance of Acoustics;” Treasure, “Why Architects
Need.”
4. Ray and Emily Saliers, interview by Krista Tippett.
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need to design holistically, understanding how users
will experience the space through all of their senses:
“every touching experience of architecture is multisensory; qualities of space, matter and scale are
measured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue,
skeleton and muscle.”5 Designers have an opportunity
to design in a way that merges the visual and acoustical
properties of architecture so that spaces can be
experienced both externally and deeply within; this is
what makes an experience “touching.”
Unmeasurable Experiences in Architecture
Going beyond the typical five senses, Louis Kahn
designed spaces to offer a spiritual experience for the
users with designs that evoked the “unmeasurable.”
Kahn believed that “a successful work of architecture
[was] both functionally appropriate and spiritually
enriching.”6 There is no better way to implement this
concept of spirituality and the unmeasurable than
through sound, specifically through music, which can
create the most visceral of all experiences.7 There is
much more to architecture than just creating a shelter,
space, or sculpture. Architects and designers have an
essential role in providing the “touching” experiences
to which Pallasmaa and Kahn refer. Architecture should
leave people changed, improved, and encouraged,
giving them experiences that are unforgettable,
unmeasurable.
In addition to the multi-sensory aspect, form and
materials play a part in acoustics, even to the very
detailed role of creating tone-specific resonance within
a space. Lukas Kuhne, a German artist and designer
of the Tvisongur Sound Sculptures in Seydisfjordur,
Iceland (figure 1), recognized the relationship
between acoustics and design. The sculpture, five
5. Pallasmaa, Eyes of the Skin, 41.
6. Kahn, Essential Text, 162.
7. Fitzpatrick, ”Why Music, Part 9.”

simply shaped concrete domes, has unique acoustics.
“Each [dome] is designed to amplify a resonance
distinct from the other, so the overall space echoes the
Icelandic musical tradition of five-tone harmony.”8 The
Tvisongur Sound Sculptures have become a popular
tourist attraction because people want to experience
the acoustics of the space as they sing or play an
instrument. The raw structure improves the quality of
sound they are producing (figure 2).
SACRED SPACES
While understanding acoustics is important for all
spaces, there are certain functions that require an
even greater focus on acoustics—places of assembly.
Performance halls must be designed so that music can
reach everyone in the audience; lecture halls must have
very clear acoustics, so that the speaker can be heard
and understood easily; and, many sacred spaces must
be designed for speech and communal music. These
sacred spaces have a unique acoustical challenge in
that leaders and members of the congregation both
participate and sing. Therefore, the space should
encourage participation as best as possible.

Figure 1 Sound Sculpture Exterior

Scripture encourages the singing of praises: “Sing to
the Lord a new song; Sing to the Lord all the earth. Sing
to the Lord, bless his name; Proclaim good tidings of His
salvation from day to day.”9 Although the inadequate
acoustics of a space are no excuse to disregard
scripture, it is a shame that not all worship spaces
encourage people to sing praises, or enhance the
music. The communal activity of worshiping together
in song brings people closer to God and to each
other: a space that “distributes sound energy evenly
throughout a room and that has a reverberation period
that blends sound energy and allows all participants
to hear each other can inspire and magnify song. It
8. Partridge, “10 Buildings with Extraordinary Acoustics,” para 4.
9. Psalms 96:1-2 (NASB).

Figure 2 Sound Sculpture Interior
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opens up new dimensions of participation.”10 A space
that “obstructs, separates, and absorbs sound energy
away from the assembly . . . can stifle, dampen, and
deaden the song, even of those most inclined to
enthusiastic participation.”11 Angels sang, the disciples
sang, worshipers throughout every generation sang.12
Singing was and still is fundamental to worship, and
every measure should be taken to promote worship in
song.
LOSS OF CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
There has been a lack of acoustically-driven designs
in recent years, especially in the design of some
Protestant churches, because of the emphasis on
electrical amplification.13 Many contemporary spaces
are designed to be acoustically dead with as little
reverberation as possible to better control volume
and sound quality and speech and intelligibility from
the speakers and monitors.14 This may produce great
sound quality for a performance, but a performance
is not what worshipping is about. “Worship is supposed
to be the work of the people,”15 states Jonathan
Aigner, a theologian, music minister, and writer. Aigner
writes that worship music is not intended for “hooking
an audience.” He explains that worship is “about
participation, not consumption.”16
While there are many forms of worship, the Bible
mentions singing, music, and instruments as a form
of praise and worship over 1150 times.17 Yet many
“veteran worship leaders worry congregational singing
is on the decline” and that whether or not “a church
plays hymns or the latest worship songs, fewer people
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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Riedel, “Acoustic Challenges,”para. 3.
Ibid.
Riedel, “Acoustic Challenges,” Gordon, “Imminent Decline.”
Lubman and Kiser, History of Western Civilization.
Kleiner, Klepper, and Torres, Worship Space Acoustics.
Aigner “3 Reasons,” para. 8.
Ibid., para. 10.
Loving, Hearing the Voice.

want to sing along.”18 Congregational singing is an
important part of worship that cannot disappear as
“the primary goal of worship is to give God the honor
that is due Him, but it is also to encourage and edify the
believers that join together as a whole.”19 Worshiping
together brings members closer to each other and to
God because it “enables [them] to turn to the Lord in
agreement with one another as [they] sing the same
words and melodies, powerfully depicting the unity
that is taking place.”20 While one can listen to sermons
on television or the radio, one cannot re-create the
experience of singing together with a group of people.
This aspect of worship is significant and should not be
lost.
Disconnected
LifeWay Research, one of the world’s largest resources
for religious information, has conducted studies to
research what has caused the decline in congregational
singing. They cite many factors that could have led to
this decline, including dim lighting, lack of choirs, and
the overabundance of songs. Since there has been
a shift from using hymnals to using projector screens,
the lighting in many contemporary Protestant worship
spaces is dim in order to see the screens. This dim light,
however, causes people to have the sense that they
should be merely watching what happens on stage,
and not participating themselves. Another factor
is the decline of choirs. According to the National
Congregations Study, in 2012, less than 45 percent of
American churches had choirs—a clear drop from the
54 percent in 1998. To be even more specific, large
evangelical churches had an even greater decline in
choirs: 69 percent in 1998 as opposed to 36 percent
in 2012. In addition, easy access to thousands of
songs and music have caused congregations to be
18. Smietana, “Finding Our Voice,” para. 2,5.
19. Brad Hamner, discussions with author, March 2016.
20. Fielding, “Can Music Bring You Closer To God?” para. 12.

overwhelmed by the constant flow of new songs and
lack of repetition. This leads to people not learning the
songs well enough to feel comfortable singing along.21
TYPE OF SPACES

Figure 3 Live Room

Many congregations currently meet in places that
are not designed for worship at all, spaces like
gymnasiums or multi-purpose rooms. These spaces are
often too acoustically live, causing too much noise,
lack of clarity, excessive reverberation, and echos.
Consequently, to avoid this issue of excessive noise
and reverberation, some spaces that are designed
specifically for contemporary worship are dead in their
acoustics, using as many soft surfaces and acoustic
panels as possible, relying completely on electrical
amplification to hear the leaders in song or spoken
word.
SOUND PERCEPTION

Figure 4 Dead Room

The acoustics within spaces have an effect on how
people respond in those spaces. A room that is too live
can diminish clarity, can be harmful for understanding
speech, and can discourage congregational singing.
This type of space works if only one person is singing, but
when an entire congregation of people are singing,
the sound becomes muddy and unclear (figure 3).
People are discouraged to sing if they cannot clearly
hear what it is they should be singing, or if the music is
just too loud to hear their own voice. Conversely, “a
room designed to deaden all sounds is doomed to
kill liturgical participation.”22 If no one can hear those
singing around him or her, it is as if he or she is in a room
alone, thus losing the sense of singing together with the
congregation (figure 4). Although someone may be
sitting shoulder to shoulder with others, he or she may

21. Smietana, “Finding Our Voice.”
22. Diocese of Columbia, Acoustics for Churches, p. 2 .
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However, reverberant architectural spaces can
cause problems when it comes to speech intelligibility.
Therefore, precautions must be taken to avoid any
issues in intelligibility by designing with the appropriate
balance of sound absorptive and reverberant spaces,
in order to benefit those involved with speech and with
music.

feel alone and disconnected. This may discourage
people from singing, as they feel too exposed, and not
likely to participate with a group of others.23
Today’s Protestant worship spaces must be designed
to be in tune with the acoustical needs and purposes
of the space, to improve congregational singing,
hearing, and participation, in order to enhance the
worship experience. This can be achieved by the use
of proper materials, building form, and plan layout.

HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF ACOUSTICS
Historical building examples indicate that the acoustics
of space can change the focus and style of service.
Early Christians met in house churches, where the focus
of the service was spoken word. This focus changed
when Constantine recognized the Christian church as
official and began commissioning architects to design
spaces for Christian worship, circa 300 C.E. These
spaces were modeled after the Roman Basilica (figure
5), and with tall ceilings and nonabsorbent materials,
had an exceptionally long reverberation time up to
nine seconds. This made speech nearly unintelligible.
The problem was alleviated by the rise of Gregorian
chant, and services began to focus less on speech
and more on this form of music.26

ELECTRICAL AMPLIFICATION
In today’s era of electrical amplification in some
Protestant churches, there can be an added level
of disconnect as sound sources are now speakers
for the congregation and monitors for the leaders.
These face one direction for the congregation, and
another direction for the leaders on stage. Not only is
there a disconnect among congregation members,
there is also a disconnect between the congregation
and leaders. Furthermore, many leaders use in-ear
monitors, which means those on stage cannot hear
any sound from the room, but only hear their own
personal sound mix. This further disconnects those
that are a part of the group or band on stage.24

Later, as materials and construction techniques
changed, worship spaces were designed in the Gothic
style (figure 6). This change in form cut the reverberation
time down to approximately eight seconds, still making
speech hard to understand, but now allowing for
polyphonic melodies to be heard clearly.27

While electronic room-reverberation
simulation technologies have been
invented, these systems cannot replace
the truthful sounds of human voices
traveling, blending, and reinforcing each
other in the life-giving air of a reverberant
architectural space. More speakers and
microphones cannot supplant human
interaction and participation.25

23. Diocese of Columbia, Acoustics for Churches.
24. Brad Hamner, discussions with author, March 2016.
25. Riedel, “Acoustic Challenges,” para. 9.
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In both of these instances, the space in which the
congregation met dictated the focus of the service.28
During the Reformation, however, there was a shift
(figure 7). At that time, there was a desire to have
services spoken in the vernacular language to create
Figure 5 Roman Basilica

Figure 6 Gothic Cathedral Plan and Section

26. Lubman and Kiser, History of Western Civilization.
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid.
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a better understanding of the content in the Bible.
A change in form including a shorter nave, which
reduced echoes, and the use of more absorbent
materials such as wood instead of stone and marble
produced spaces for spoken word that could be heard
clearly, while remaining conducive for congregational
singing.29
It was in this era that Martin Luther wrote numerous
hymns, many of which are still familiar today. These
hymns had quick word changes and a faster tempo than
previous religious music, coinciding with the acoustics
of the space. Now, however, many spaces are either
acoustically dead, with low or no reverberation time,
or too live, with sound reverberating so long it causes
confusion and lack of clarity. Yet there is still music, and
congregations are still expected to sing.30

Figure 8 Typical Performance Space

PERFORMANCE SPACE		
Much can be learned from the acoustics of
performance halls: how to control sound on the stage,
and how to get it out to the audience. As seen in figure
8, performance spaces often use broken planes with
hard reflective surfaces to direct sound towards the
audience. Consequently, these spaces, by the use of
materials and the shape of the space, are designed
to diminish any sound coming from the audience.
Churches must accomplish both getting sound from the
leaders to the congregation, and allowing the sound
from the congregation to rise and reach others in the
congregation and/or on stage.31 While it is important
for speech and music to be clearly presented to the
worshipers, “the congregation’s interaction in liturgy
and song is fundamental to worship and community.
The members of the assembly must hear each other
well and not be only recipients of spoken and sung
29. Lubman and Kiser, History of Western Civilization.
30. Ibid.
31. Cavanaugh and Wilkes, Architectural Acoustics; Herr and
Sieben “Acoustical History of Theaters.”
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Figure 7 Reformation Church

presentations.”32 This can be achieved if the shape
and form of the room respond to the acoustical
needs of the function of that space. Similar to how the
Tvisongur Sound Sculptures were designed so each
dome amplifies a specific tone, the shape of a space
plays a key role in the amplification of specific sounds
from specific locations. Long rectilinear rooms with high
ceilings, providing ample cubic air volume, contribute
to song supportive acoustics whereas “round, conical,
‘fan,’ pyramidal, and square geometric forms with
limited air volumes are typically not conducive to
good song and participatory acoustics.”33 A pentagon
shape is optimal for acoustics of large musical spaces
because it “offers a large seating area, good sight
lines, and no major, parallel or curved walls.”34 Round
volumes are particularly tricky in the role they can play
on acoustics. Large curved surfaces, such as a domed
ceiling, will reflect sound to a focal point. For a space
where many worshipers are singing together, it is
important that the focal point is above the participants,
thus having diffused, not focused, sound reaching the
worshipers (figure 9).35
If a space has multiple functions, or perhaps different
musical groups are using the same space, it is important
to have acoustic features and materials that can be
altered to better respond to the current use. This can be
achieved by variable sound absorbers such as hinged
or rotating panels, retractable curtains, and other
similar mechanisms (figure 10).36 Also, since the clothing
and bodies of participants absorb sound, there will
be varying levels of sound absorption depending on
the number of occupants in the room. It is beneficial
to “design seating that has approximately the same
sound absorption both empty and occupied.”37

Figure 9

Dome Sound Reflection. S = Sound Source, F = Focal
Point, C = Center of Curvature.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Riedel, “Acoustic Challenges,” para. 9.
Ibid., para. 4.
Fay, “Acoustics 101.”
Kleiner, Klepper, and Torres, Worship Space Acoustics.
Ibid.
Ibid., 56.
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Figure 11 Materials

Providing sound control from exterior noises and
mechanical system noises is crucial to maintaining
the desired interior acoustics. Therefore, massive wall
and roof structures, sound absorptive sealants and
soundproof glazing, should be used where applicable.
Location of mechanical systems, ducts, and diffusers
will also determine the amount of mechanical sound
that enters the space, and must be considered in
the design process in order to limit unwanted noise.
Acoustical baffles in HVAC ducts or vibration isolators
under HVAC machinery are some solutions to mitigate
mechanical noise.38
In order to fully encourage participation in worship,
it is important to instill the sense of “togetherness” in
the worshipers. Sight lines and spatial proximity to one
another are key elements to achieve this and must
not be disregarded when designing for acoustics. This
can be achieved by building form as well as seating
arrangements and orientations.39
SOUND AND LIGHT
Through the study of sound, acoustics, materials, form,
and historic and contemporary buildings, there is an
understanding of how to have near complete control
of the natural acoustics of a space. Using information
about acoustics and design can give designers much
more control over the acoustics of the space than one
might think. For instance, curves in the design can focus
and disperse sound, allowing the sound to reach areas
of the room that might not have been successfully
reached had the sound bounced off of a flat surface
(figure 11).40 Sound waves respond similarly to light
waves41 in that they can be transmitted, absorbed,
reflected, or diffused, causing very different acoustic

Figure 10 Variable Sound Absorbers. (A) Retractable curtain, (B) Hinged panels, (C) Rotable panels, (D) Rotable cylinders, (E) Sliding
perforated panels, (F) Rotable triangular elements.
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Figure 12 Sound Dispersion

38.
39.
40.
41.

Diocese of Columbia, Acoustics for Churches and Chapels.
Fay, “Acoustics 101.”
Kleiner, Klepper, and Torres, Worship Space Acoustics.
Ibid.
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experiences depending on the material (figure 12).42
If materials such as “thick and dense gypsum board
walls that reinforce low-frequency sound energy,
the hard-surface flooring that aids in reverberation,
and the lined HVAC ducts that suppress background
noise” were to be replaced with “thin walls, carpeted
floors, and hard ducts,” the result would be a room
with “poor musical presence, [which] suppresses
liturgical song, and magnifies unwanted noise.”43 This
substantially changes the acoustics of the space, and
subsequently, the experience of those within.
The correlation of sound and light is not just to reference
their physical properties, but also to demonstrate
the importance light has in how space is perceived.
Reference the image of the inside of a violin in figure
13. An object designed for acoustics also creates
space—creates architecture—because of its form and
light.
Alberto Campo Beaza recognizes that “just as a
musical instrument sings via the medium of air,
architecture sings via the medium of light.”44 He
explains that we as designers “try to make the most
marvelous compositions which not only serve people
and fulfill functions which can be expanded by the
users, but also make them live happily and touch them
emotionally.”45 The objective of this thesis is to design
such a place. A place where people come together
to worship, sing, and play music. A place where the
space feels alive with sound, music, and voices. A
place where people feel free to express their emotions.
A place where people have a sense of “togetherness.”
A place where sound completes the space.

42.
43.
44.
45.
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Noxon, Church Acoustics.
Riedel, “Acoustic Challenges,” para. 8.
Baeza, Idea, Light and Gravity, 238.
Ibid., 240.

Figure 13 Violin Interior
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DESIGN SOLUTION
Participation is important to the worship experience
as it brings people together, encourages them,
makes them feel a part of something bigger, and
most importantly, glorifies God. Therefore, the Singing
Sanctuary aims to encourage this participation and
singing. The design of a space directly affects the
acoustics of that space, and acoustics in turn impact
behavior and participation. This project will explore the
way acoustic design can encourage congregational
participation and singing. Another key aspect of
the project is to create a journey for the users to
experience—a journey that exemplifies the idea of
leaving reality and entering another world. The site, the
journey, the music, the coming together of worshipers,
the forms and the experiences that take place within
the project, all of this together creates a sacred space.

project, but it also gives users the ability to immerse
themselves in nature and witness the expansive scenic
views the park provides while approaching the project
site. This approach best prepares users mentally and
spiritually for the experiences the project provides (figure 19). The Singing Sanctuary is intended to be an
escape from reality, a way to enter another world. The
site provides the “otherworldly” qualities the project
needed. The contours of the land (figure 20) create a
bowl shape, allowing anyone standing at the bottom
of the bowl to feel a sense of isolation from the rest
of the world. One’s views are only of the site itself, as
everything beyond the “rim” of the bowl is out of sight.
The other areas of the park, the streets, the cars, the
park equipment, all of that disappears from view, and
from mind, allowing the user to immerse him or herself
into the “otherworldly” mentality. As seen in figures 1518, the site serves as a natural amphitheater. Designing the main space towards the bottom of the bowl
provides the privacy and “otherworldly” quality previously described (figure 21). A circulation spine that
progresses from the rim of the bowl to the main space
provides a journey through the project, symbolizing a
journey from reality to the sacred realm (figure 22). This
is similar to the sacred journey described in figure 23.
The final element, a tower, serves as a visual beacon
and entry element.

Figure 19 Site Approach
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DOWN TOWN TO SHELBY FARMS

CONTEXT
The location of the project is in Shelby Farms, one of
the largest urban nature parks in the United States.1 This
park is located in a centralized location for Memphis
and the surrounding areas (figure 14). The park is within
easy driving distance from downtown Memphis as
well as neighboring cities and towns such as Bartlett,
Cordova, and Germantown. The 4500 acres hosts
lakes, forests, trails, and community event centers.2
SITE
All projects should be influenced by their sites as the
site is ultimately the foundation of the project. Designs
are built on, and can be completely integrated within,
the site. The site of the project is just as much a part of
the architecture as the building itself. Not only is the
centralized location of Shelby Farms beneficial for the

Figure 20 Site Slope
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Figure 14 Site Selection
Figure 21 Natural Amphitheater Provides Privacy
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1. “Shelby Farms Park”
2. Ibid.

Figure 15 East Approach

Figure 16 Bottom of Bowl

Figure 17 Rim of Bowl

Figure 18 West Approach
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Figure 22 Creates Journey—Visual Beacon
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PROGRAM
Because the project follows the contours of the land,
users will descend through the project, allowing for
horizontal and vertical movement. The project appears
to grow out of the site, instead of merely resting on top.
This project will be a sacred space with one large
gathering space for singing where approximately
200 people can come and sing together. An outdoor
amphitheater, using the natural slope of the land, is
oriented on the south end of the site. A unique crypt
space on the lowest level is meant for smaller a
cappella groups, no more than 40 people to stand
and sing.
The circulation through the project is important to
create a journey and progression through the spaces.
This is achieved by a circulation spine that moves users
horizontally and vertically to each level. A tower will
serve as the visual beacon and main entrance of the
project, leading into the circulation spine.
Figure 25 shows the evolution of the form of the five main
design elements: tower, circulation spine, main space,
crypt, and amphitheater. Initially, the idea was to have
the amphitheater and main space directly adjacent
to each other, allowing a connection between these
two spaces and shared views. On further examination
it became apparent that moving the amphitheater
to the south, to become the terminating point of
the progression through the project, would be more
appropriate for the overall progression.
Drawing inspiration from Alvar Aalto’s Wolfsburg
Cultural Center (figure 24), the early schematic phase
featured three similarly shaped musical spaces: Main
Space, Rehearsal Space, and Crypt. These three
spaces were originally sketched as a fan-shaped form;
because the fan provides a space with no parallel
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Water Temple
Tadao Ando
1991
Awaji Island, Japan

Entrance

Responds to Slope

Section
The Water Temple is a place for worship that offers a spiritual and
sensorial experience.
•
Dramatic approach/entrance to emphasize the idea of
leaving the ordinary world and entering a sacred space—
creating an otherworldly experience by the descent through
the water on the roof.
•
The project responds to the slope of the site.
•
The project is about the journey through the space, not just
the destination.
Figure 23 Water Temple

Wolfsburg Cultural Center
Alvar Aalto
1962
Wolfsburg, Germany

Plan
The Wolfsburg Cultural Center offers a place for community
meetings, entertainment, and cultural activities.
•
While size and function of the main rooms differ, there is still a
common theme in their layout and form, creating a holistic
design.
•
Various geometric skylights throughout the building allows for
natural light to penetrate interior spaces.
Figure 24 Wolfsburg Cultural Center

Figure 25 Concept Parti Sketches
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6.

2.

walls, this shape is conducive for optimal acoustics.
The fan shape, however, does not provide the best
orientation for seating and sight lines, for promoting
the feeling of community. Also, in order to design for
the pure essence of the project, unnecessary spaces
such as the rehearsal rooms were eliminated from the
program, leaving just the Main Space and the Crypt.
The Main Space took the form of a pentagon. This
shape not only provided optimal acoustic properties,
but also allowed for a circular seating arrangement
and sight lines conducive for all the users to see each
other. This shape best provides a place that will inspire
community and be in tune with the acoustical needs
of the space. The crypt space, which serves a much
smaller user group, is in the form of a domed cylinder.
This shape provides ample reverberation for small a
cappella groups.
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2.

Figure 26 Site Paths

These changes in the program resulted in the simplified
parti: the tower, a rectangular circulation spine, a
pentagon as the main space offset from the spine,
a circular crypt embedded within the spine, and an
outdoor amphitheater at the southern end of the site.
New parking would be on the northwest corner of
the site, behind the screen of existing trees (figure 28).
Users will exit their car and progress through the trees,
gaining a better view of the project, then enter the front
plaza (figure 26). The plaza will lead users to the tower,
then through the spine, where they can progress to the
main space, continue down to the crypt, or proceed
through the building to the amphitheater (figure 27).

4.

2.

8 88

Figure 28 Site Plan
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Figure 29 North and East Elevations
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Figure 30 South and West Elevations
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The goal of the Singing Sanctuary is to bring people
together in a shared interactive experience,
acoustically, spatially, and visually, that is conducive
for a spiritual experience. This is done by allowing
people to feel free to express their own spirituality
and emotions, thus promoting users to participate in
singing. This is first accomplished by the large outdoor
plaza in front of the entry. Here is the first step of the
progression through the spaces. The plaza is meant to
be a place for users to meet and socialize, to enjoy the
beauty of the park, in order to better create a mind-set
prepared to enter the space where they will sing.
Located in a natural park, the project is intended to
be minimally destructive to the natural site by following
the terrain of the land (figures 29-30) and by providing
limited parking, set discreetly behind the screen of
existing trees as seen in figure 31.
TOWER
The tower serves as a beacon for the project and as a
strong entrance. With the majority of the project nestled
low into the site, the tower is a punctuating vertical
element in the open landscape, drawing attention
to the facility (figure 31). It also creates a drastic shift
in the users’ experience as they move from the open
plaza and pass through the walls of the tower. The
tower symbolically represents the reaching towards
the heavens, creating the connection between the
secular and sacred realms.
On entering through the tower, users will progress across
an open-air “bridge.” This bridge emphasizes the idea
that users are leaving the real world and entering
somewhere else because it physically removes them

Figure 31 Entry Perspective
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from the ground as they are symbolically bridging into
a more spiritual realm. Storm water runs underneath to
drain away from the building.
SPINE
This bridge continues into the circulation spine, creating
an experiential procession through the project. As the
building follows the topography of the site (figure 35),
this circulation spine allows users to progress horizontally
and vertically descending to the main spaces (figure
32). The east wall of the spine is made of channel glass,
allowing natural light to filter in. Specific views out to the
park and lake occur at the southern end of the spine,
and across from the main space, where the channel
glass is replaced with clear glazing (figure 33). From this
spine, users will pass through the monolithic structural
concrete wall into the main space. This wall divides
the circulation space from the music event spaces.
The main space is on the main level, one level below
the entry level, is the main space. As users progress
further down to the lowest level at the end of the spine
(figure 34), they will pass through the wall to enter the
small crypt space that is located partly underground.
This linear space, with the repetitive columns marking
progression horizontally and the horizontal joints in the
concrete and channel glass emphasizing the change
in the vertical elevation draws users through the spine
and into the music event spaces.

Figure 32 Spine Perspective—Entry Level
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SECTION 1
SECTION 2

PROGRESSION
The Entry Level (Level 3) has space for a welcome
area and serves as the beginning of the descent down
to lower levels, either by stair or elevator. The stair
terminates near the opening to the main space. At this
point, users will either progress through the opening in
the spine wall into the space, or continue their journey
down to the other spaces. Users that descend via
elevator will have a slightly different yet still impactful

WEST ELEVATION
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2
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02

4

8

Figure 35 Sections
Figure 34 Spine Perspective—Crypt Level
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2.

approach. As users exit the elevator they will continue
their journey inside the spine wall, until it opens up to
the main space or the crypt.
The music of people’s voices is to work hand-in-hand
with the architecture, as the form and materials were
designed and chosen specifically for the purpose of
acoustically enhancing music and singing. The sounds
one experiences within the space will complete the
space and be as important as the visual aspects. The
space is designed with the purpose to improve and
encourage singing and enhance worship.
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Figure 36 Main Space Acoustics

2.

SINGING SPACES

2.

Main Space. The tent-like main space, inspired in
part by the “Tent of Meeting” referenced in the Old
Testament,3 is the optimal shape for acoustics and
sight lines: a pentagon. It has no parallel walls in order
to limit the flutter effect (figure 36). Additionally, the
pentagon allows for the seating to be arranged in a
circular format, providing a sense of community and
clear sight lines between all users (figure 38). The roof/
ceiling is made of teflon coated fiberglass, allowing it to
curve in order to best diffuse sound back towards the
participants. The form and materials of the main space
will absorb, reflect, and diffuse sound accordingly,
making the room feel alive and encouraging
participation. The wood walls absorb enough sound
that the space will not be too live, which would cause
sounds to be muddy or confusing.

Notre Dame du Haut (Ronchamp Chapel)
Le Corbusier
1954
Ronchamp, France

There are no direct views out of the main space, but
natural light filters into the space through the light wells
and skylights along the walls (figure 39). The design
is inspired partly by Ronchamp Chapel (figure 37);
diffused light enters through the fiberglass roof.
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Figure 38 Floor Plans

Ronchamp is a Catholic Church built to replace the church that
was destroyed in WWII. It is located on a site of pilgrimage rooted
in the traditions of Catholicism and pre-Christian worship.
•
The design of the outdoor space is integrated with the
building form.
•
The openings let natural light into the interior but obscure
views to limit distractions.
•
The project site is isolated and offers scenic views.
Figure 37 Ronchamp Chapel
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Figure 39 Main Space Light Diagrams
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The main space was designed for an occupancy of two
hundred occupants including singers and musicians.
This internally focused room, with ever changing light,
a pure interior with light wood walls and structure,
translucent roof, and muted tiled floors, creates a
bright, yet very calm spiritual space. These features
combined add to the “otherworldly” experience of
the space. The light, airy, tent like construction, with
the billowing roof, wood columns and supports (figure
40) is in complete contrast with the heavy, concrete
form of the other singing space: the crypt.
Figure 41 Amphitheater

F

s

Figure 42 Crypt Sound. S = Sound Source, F = Focal Point.

Figure 40 Interior of Main Space

Figure 43 Crypt Lighting Diagram
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Crypt. The crypt space, located on the lowest level,
has a drastically different feeling and design than
the main space. It is intended to be used for much
smaller, intimate groups of about forty people. The
crypt, with its cave-like quality similar to the Tvisongur
Sound Sculptures in Iceland (figure 1), is located
partly underground. Like the main space, it has no
direct views out. Colored light floods in through four
skylights (figure 43). The way the natural light enters
the space from the hidden source adds a mysterious
quality of the room. The mysterious visual aspect,
along with the reverberant sound (figure 42) allows for
heavenly singing, adding to the sense of inhabiting an
“otherworldly” space (figure 44).
All three singing spaces, the tent-like main space,
cave-like crypt space, and open-air amphitheater
(figure 41), serve specific functions that benefit the
project. The main space is designed best for groups
of two hundred people, singing together and playing
instruments such as strings, horns, piano, guitars, or any
other instrument without electrical amplification. The
crypt space is designed for small groups of a cappella
singing. The amphitheater gives users the opportunity
to experience the sounds of nature along with the
singing. These different forms of singing together are
important for worship, and therefore are necessary
for this project. The project aims to connect people to
29

Figure 44 Crypt Interior
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Figure 45 Exterior View at Night
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each other and to God as much as possible, removing
a sense of disconnect by creating very communal
spaces that encourage a sense of togetherness.
LIGHT
Natural light will flood the main space creating everchanging lighting; this allows the room to feel alive
with light as well as music. Visually, this will allow users
to feel more connected with each other—since
all are experiencing the same light—removing the
disconnect between participants themselves and
between leaders and congregation members. The low
lighting of the crypt space evokes a feeling of intimacy
that is in tune with the small, centrally-focused space.
The large, well-lit main space, on the other hand, feels
more “public,” and is meant for larger groups; yet both
spaces reinforce community by organizing people to
sing toward each other. At night, the project serves
as a lantern in the park, giving the project a sacred
quality (figure 45).

Tower

Main Space

Glass and steel roof
system

Teflon coated fiberglass roof system

Crypt

Colored glass skylights

Spine wall
Wood Interior
Wood structure

SYMBOLISM
Light wells

In each main element of the project there is a circle
embedded within another shape (figure 46). The
circle, which represents eternity, is meant to symbolize
the heavens. The orthogonal shape that surrounds the
circle is intended to represent the more straightforward
reality of the physical world we live in. This project aims
to be a connection from reality to the sacred realm;
this subtle symbolism represents that connection. The
tower element has a wood interior forming a circle
surrounded by square columns; the main space has
furniture and tile flooring laid out in a circle, inside
the pentagon; and, the crypt is a circle within the
rectilinear spine wall.
The white concrete gives the project a pristine quality
that visually complements the design because it
speaks to the purity that sacred spaces possesses
32

White Square
Columns
Crypt space

Water spouts

Openings for
skylights

Figure 46 Symbolism Diagrams
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Figure 47 Tower Entry
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Figure 48 Tower Beacon
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(figure 47). Also, the clean white forms stand out
amid the surrounding greenery (figure 48). The wood
accents and interiors are chosen based on their sound
absorbancy; they also relate to the wood of the existing
architecture at Shelby Farms.
THE POWER OF TIME
The use of concrete for the walls of the spine, main
space, and crypt allows the project to withstand
the test of time. Years from now, when all the wood
has rotted away, the glass has been broken, and
the finishes have deteriorated, the main form of the
project will still stand. The tower will still serve its function
as a beacon and connection to the heavens, and
the singing spaces will still possess the correct form for
acoustics to encourage people to sing together. Even
as a ruin, this project can still be used for its original
intent, becoming more sacred of a space once it is
stripped down to the true essence of its form. (figure
49).

Figure 49 Ruins
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: PRESENTATION BOARDS
Figures 50 to 55 are the final presentation materials.

Unless otherwise noted, figures are by author.
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Manifesto
Architecture speaks
Designers sing
Yet buildings often sit silent.
Hiding behind regulations
Rules
Missing opportunities
To proclaim their own tune.

4.

5.

So design with a song
A voice
So that every life
those weak
Or strong
will enter the space,
believing “today,
I will soon sing along.”

6.

2.

1.

For it’s not just humans we design for most
Not even close
Design for the birds
The plants
The trees
Then you will nd, and you will hear,
That “all nature sings, and around you rings
The music of the spheres.”

7.
8.

SECTION 1

3.
9.

SHELBY FARMS TO INTERSTATE 385

DOWN TOWN TO SHELBY FARMS

So design in tune with nature’s key
Its melody
So that every life
Those happy
And those not
Will enter the space,
believing “today,
I will soon join in harmony.”

SECTION 1
SECTION 2

Let the sun shine in
Past the skin
So that even far corners can sing
And from ooring
To ceiling
The room is alive
With notes that only nature’s light provides.
So design with sun’s light
Build bright
So that every life
Feeling wrong
Or right
can enter the space,
believing “today
I will soon be all right”

SITE PLAN - 1:30
1. EXISTING PARKING
2. PROPOSED PARKING
3. PROPOSED TREES
4. PLAZA
5. ENTRY TOWER
6. CIRCULATION SPINE
7. MAIN SPACE
8. CRYPT
9. AMPHITHEATER

SITE SELECTION - SHELBY FARMS

SECTION 2

PHOTO CREDIT: BJORN EWERS AND MIERSWA-KLUSKA

“JUST AS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SING
VIA THE MEDIUM OF AIR, ARCHITECTURE
SINGS VIA THE MEDIUM OF LIGHT.

TRY TO MAKE THE

NORTH ELEVATION

1/8” = 1’-O”
02

MOST MARVELOUS

BOWL SHAPED SITE: NATURAL AMPHITHEATER

PROVIDES PRIVACY: OTHERWORLDLY

CREATES JOURNEY: FROM REALITY TO SACRED SPACE

4

8

VISUAL BEACON: TOWER PROVIDES CONNECTION
FROM EARTH TO HEAVEN

8

COMPOSITIONS WHICH
NOT ONLY SERVE PEOPLE
AND FULFILL FUNCTIONS

SITE SKETCHES

WHICH CAN BE
EXPANDED BY THE USERS,
BUT ALSO
MAKE THEM

LIVE HAPPILY
AND

TOUCH THEM
EMOTIONALLY”

8
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TOWER

MAIN SPACE

CRYPT

-ALBERTO CAMPO BAEZA
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THE SINGING SANCTUARY

APPROACH

ENTRY LEVEL

AMPHITHEATER

MAIN LEVEL

CRYPT SPACE

Figure 53 Presentation Boards: Renderings
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MAIN SPACE

PLAZA

APPROACH

RUINS

CRYPT LEVEL

Figure 54 Model
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“JUST AS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SING VIA THE MEDIUM OF
ARCHITECTURE SINGS VIA THE MEDIUM OF LIGHT.

AIR,

TRY TO MAKE THE
MOST MARVELOUS
COMPOSITIONS WHICH
NOT ONLY SERVE PEOPLE
AND FULFILL FUNCTIONS
WHICH CAN BE
EXPANDED BY THE USERS,
BUT ALSO
MAKE THEM
LIVE HAPPILY
AND

APPENDIX 2: PROCESS PIECE

The Power of
Acoustical Architecture

The process piece for this project is a compilation of
interviews with worship leaders and others involved
in music leadership. I used the information gathered
from these interviews to help discover the issues that
my thesis intended to solve.

Understanding How Acoustics Encourage Participation in the
Communal Singing Aspect of Worship

TOUCH THEM
EMOTIONALLY”

Emily Redding
Department of Architecture

-ALBERTO CAMPO BAEZA

Introduction

The video can be accessed on the disc attached to
the back cover of this book.

Human interactions, behaviors, and emotional responses are influenced by sound and the acoustics
of a space, but too often architecture ignores and disregards the acoustical aspects of design.
Architecture must be designed to respond to acoustics, to create a more successful, holistic design,
and an enriching experience for the users. Architectural acoustics play an especially essential role in
sacred spaces, as these spaces have unique acoustical challenges in that leaders and members of
the congregation both participate and sing. This participation is important to the worship experience
because it brings people together, encourages them, makes them feel a part of something greater,
and most importantly, glorifies God. Therefore, the space should encourage this participation and
singing as well as possible.

This thesis will explore the way architectural acoustic designs can encourage
congregational participation and singing, to touch people emotionally and
spiritually, and inspire community to better enhance the worship experience.

Bowl Shaped Site: Natural
Amphitheater

Provides Privacy: Otherworldly

Creates Journey: From Reality
to Sacred Space

Research

Visual Beacon: Tower Provides
Connection form Earth to
Heaven

Unlike touch or sight, which are outward experiences of something we feel on our skin or see at a distance, sound
and music penetrate into our being, our soul. As architect and writer Juhani Pallasmaa states,

“every touching experience of architecture is multi-sensory; qualities of space, matter
and scale are measured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and

Circle symbolizes eternity. The circle
embedded in each orthogonal element
represents the connection between reality
and the sacred realm.

muscle.”
Going beyond the typical five senses, Louis Kahn designed spaces to offer a spiritual experience for the users
with designs that evoked the “unmeasurable.” Kahn believed that

“a successful work of architecture [was] both functionally appropriate and spiritually
enriching.”
There is no better way to implement this concept of spirituality and the unmeasurable than through sound,
specifically through music, which can create the most visceral of all experiences. There is much more to
architecture than just creating a shelter, space, or sculpture. Architects and designers have an essential role in
providing the “touching” experiences to which Pallasmaa and Kahn refer. Architecture should leave people
changed, improved, and encouraged, giving them experiences that are unforgettable, unmeasurable.

Exterior at Night

The acoustics within spaces have an effect on how people respond in those spaces. A room that is too live
can diminish clarity and can discourage congregational singing. This type of space works if only one person
is singing, but when an entire congregation of people are singing, the sound becomes muddy and unclear.
People are discouraged to sing if they cannot clearly hear what it is they should be singing, or if the music is just
too loud to hear their own voice. Conversely, “a room designed to deaden all sounds is doomed to kill liturgical
participation.” If no one can hear those singing around him or her, it is as if he or she is in a room alone, thus losing
the sense of singing together with the congregation. Although someone may be sitting shoulder to shoulder with
others, he or she may feel alone and disconnected. This may discourage people from singing, as they feel too
exposed, and not likely to participate with a group of others.

While electrical amplification and new technological advancements have the ability to improve the
acoustics of a space, “these systems cannot replace the truthful sounds of human voices traveling,
blending, and reinforcing each other in the life-giving air of a reverberant space. More speakers and
microphones cannot supplant human interaction and participation.” Therefore, much can be learned
from the evolution of historical buildings that relied only on the natural acoustics of the space.
Roman Basilicas with tall ceilings and nonabsorbent materials, had an
exceptionally long reverberation time of about nine seconds. This made speech
nearly unintelligible, and so the focus of the service was monophonic music
called Gregorian chant.
Later, as materials and construction techniques changed, worship spaces were
designed in the Gothic style (figure 6). This change in form cut the reverberation
time down to approximately eight seconds, still making speech hard to understand,
but now allowing for polyphonic melodies to be heard clearly
Through the study of sound, acoustics, materials, form, and historic and contemporary
buildings, there is an understanding of how to have near complete control of the
natural acoustics of a space. Using information about acoustics and design can
give designers much more control over the acoustics of the space than one might
think. For instance, curves in the design can focus and disperse sound, allowing the
sound to reach areas of the room that might not have been successfully reached
had the sound bounced off of a flat surface. Sound waves respond similarly to light
waves, in that they can be reflected off, absorbed by, or pass through materials.
Materials allow sound to be transmitted, absorbed, reflected, or diffused, causing
very different acoustic experiences

The site provides the “otherworldly” qualities the project
needed. The contours of the land create a bowl shape,
allowing anyone standing at the bottom of the bowl to feel
a sense of isolation from the rest of the world. One’s views
are only of the site itself, as everything beyond the “rim” of
the bowl is out of sight, allowing the user to immerse him or
herself into the “otherworldly” mentality.

The main space has the optimal shape for
acoustics and sightlines: a pentagon. It has
no parallel walls, as to limit the “flutter” effect
when sound continuously bounces between
two parallel walls, and allows for participants
to see each other clearly, emphasizing the
sense of community.

Main Space
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